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From The Desk Of:
        Professorrosado

                    Publisher & Editor 'n Chief

To My Esteemed Reader,
I am very pleased to have published this edition of this important publication.  It 
represents one of my first transformations into the digital world of what was my life-
long dream of real-world publishing.  I owned and operated a community journal 
turned newspaper quite a few years ago and that birthed a few ideas that are still 
being developed in my new playground - the Internet!

Just as it was for me in the real world business arena, I strive to provide my 
associates, clients and readers the best I can muster in fulfilling each stakeholder's 
desire and expectation.  Although not perfect, with each issue I will try to improve 
upon the previous.  If you see some mistake or some lacking in any way, please 
forgive me and know that in the following issues, I will be improving this offering - 
hopefully, to your satisfaction.

For Our Advertisers:
To our advertisers, I want you to know that this publication is a perpetual medium for 
your online activities.  This newsletter is purposefully not chronologically identifiable. 
I didn't make it a monthly newsletter for identification and archiving purposes.  This 
would have made the publication worthless after the month is over.  I made it so that 
each edition could survicve on its own as an ever ready, ever relevant tome that 
readers would find interesting, compelling and timely enough to want to download 
and share with others.  Thus, your communications and links go well beyond the 
traditional 30 days of regular newsletters and monthly tomes.  Your insertion, over 
time, will be read by more and more people resulting in more traffic will visit your site 
and view what you are offering.

Since traffic and sales are what you're looking for as an advertiser, I want to focus 
your attention to our new global geo-based website network.  The network features 
benefits that you simply should not ignore.  We offer traffic and sales help for your 
offers and websites.  I suggest you take our "tour" by visiting our sales page and 
watching all the videos (it's about 1.5 hours worth or more).  Why so much?  Because 
this opportunity is immense and your profits will prove it to you!

I welcome your comments, concerns, and a periodic e-mail (no spam – newsletters 
are OK) to keep me up to date on 

your on-line and real world activity as these are always a source of muse, creativity, 
and commenting for my blogs.  My 
email is: admin@mycbh.com   

Hoping to be of service to you again.

Sincerely,

The Rev. Dr. Gilberto Rosado
aka professorrosado
PS: We are trying to help people in many ways: Please visit www.iper10.org and see where you can help. 
Thank you for your kind consideration!        



Our Featured Baby Gigs In This WordPress Edition:
I will make you a Wordpress website for $5

I will install best plugin for you wordpress. The plugin will autobacklink to your site... (by stan_lee ) 

• Read more  

This gig features an installation of a fully updated Wordpress blog website with a few plugins 
already installed for you.  The first plugin creates auto backlinks to your new Wordpress 
installation.  It does this in unison with the creation of UNIQUE CONTENT automatically posted to 
your new website.  This saves you time and money while the website is building organic traffic. 
this, in turn, helps create a steady income from your website.  You can read more about unique 
content at the following link:  http://blog.dmoz.org/2009/07/29/what-is-unique-content/

Anotehr plugin that is offered is akin to seopressor in function.  Seopressor is a Premium 
Wordpress plugin that helps improve your on-page SEO (search engine optimization). You can read 
more about what Seopressor does for your Wordpress site by clicking on the link: 
http://www.seopressor.com/  Remember, the gig does NOT offer this plugin but another like it!

http://seopressor.com/trial/index.php?hop=bbiclickb1
http://blog.dmoz.org/2009/07/29/what-is-unique-content/
http://fiverr.com/stan_lee/make-you-a-wordpress-website
http://fiverr.com/stan_lee
http://fiverr.com/stan_lee/make-you-a-wordpress-website
http://fiverr.com/stan_lee/make-you-a-wordpress-website
http://fiverr.com/stan_lee/make-you-a-wordpress-website


Hey, Sign Up To This Newsletter 
& Get Free Stuff In Your Email!

I've got some neat Wordpress themes that I will email to you FREE for you to use in your Wordpress 
Blogs every month - just for starters!

Go to our Wordpress Blog and subscribe using the widget in the side column.

Sign up Here Today!

We never spam you to death or sell / rent our list - you get free stuff, blog updates, great advice to 
build your websites and make some money online and, of course, our monthly newsletters all FREE 
- immediately delivered to your email!

http://mycbh.com/WP
http://mycbh.com/WP


Why Not Feature Your New Gig 
or Your Established Gigs In One 

of Our Internet Promoted 
Newsletters?

The Good Thing is That They're All Gigs!  
You Know What That Means!!!

Click On The Publication You Want Your Gig Featured In: 
We Also Feature Websites & Services That Have Anything to Do  

With Microjobs, Gigs, SEO Services, Webmaster Services,  
Graphic Services, Video Creation Services - Just About Anything  

That a Webmaster, Owner or Internet Marketer Would Need! 

And We Have A New Publication for Ebooks and Ebook Sites / Services & Gigs!

E-Book News
Just click on the photo above and visit our gig!

The Rate Sheet for SPECIALLY Placed Ad Spots will be sent to you after you place the order along 
with further instructions!

http://fiverr.com/domignostics/advertise-your-gig-in-the-top-gigs-monthly-newsletter-pdf-posted-free-on-numerous-webmaster-forums-blogs-and-in-mycbhnewswire-vlog
http://fiverr.com/ebooks4success/sell-many-copies-of-your-ebook-in-my-monthly-ebook-newsletter-pdf
http://fiverr.com/domignostics/advertise-and-promote-your-brand-new-gig-with-my-monthly-new-baby-gig-newsletter-pdf-in-high-traffic-forums-and-blogs


The Best Wordpress 
Plug-in In The 

World - 
Isn't a Plug-in at all!

It is to Plug Your Website Business Into Our Worldwide Network For  
Maximizing Your Traffic, Affiliates, Marketing, Sales & Income!

Take this FREE Video Course And Learn About This New Strategy To Save Years of 
Trying To Make Money On-line and Get Ahead of the Pack and Stay There!

Turn-key Business Overview

How Your Website WIll Make Money (with MYCBH.COM)

Why Affiliate Your Website With MYCBH.COM

Make $200 - $8,000: Associate Your Website With MYCBH.COM

Affiliate Profits With or Without A Website - Part 1

Affiliate Profits With or Without A Website - Part 2

Affiliate Profits With or Without A Website - Part 3

Affiliate Training Center Update 2011-10

To See More About Our Network or Sign up for FREE as an Affiliate, Click HERE!  

http://mycbh.com/TheMarketPlace/globalmycbhnetwork
http://www.youtube.com/v/D8YIW7HVb5Q?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/LHAnpzqxevk?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/7txWv6BiEUI?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/T49u2G1dnhA?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/sKMnzyGGoBs?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/LPdJ5BTsqVs?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/M-xX5cmpm-w?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://www.youtube.com/v/wyFb1khrTNc?fs=1&autoplay=1
http://fiverr.com/stan_lee/make-you-a-wordpress-website


Add To Your Web Properties A MYCBH.COM Website, or Turn 
Your Own Website Into An Affiliate Site or Associated 
MYCBH.COM Site!
You are going to discover a new website network that is designed with the sole purpose of ensuring that you earn 
money from the Internet and get all the support, affiliates, and services you need to be successful all in one 
place and with one sign-up!

I'm talking about Mycbh.com and Myworldcbh.com (International Site)!  Yes, these are my babies and now you 
know my sincerity, honesty and determination in making your efforts pay off for you and your business.  I've 
poured everything I know and do into this network to help you succeed in your business and make money!  And I 
am continually adding new premium software, plug-ins and having new things created for your profit making so 
you don't have to go out and spend any more money!  Aren't you tired of having to spend for every single little 
thing- I am!  And you still aren't making it happen!  MYCBH.COM puts an end to all that craziness!  Stop the 
madness, distress and anxiety about making money on-line and being successful.  MYCBH.COM is the complete 
and total answer to your problem!

We have created a network that "forces" income to your website!  We realize that the number one problem that 
all marketers / online business people all share is that they need to make more sales and more money.  The 
only way that could be done was to increase and maintain targeted traffic to your website.  

We deal with this effectively in three ways.

#1 - Website Business 
If you have a website already, then you need other websites that can send targeted traffic to your website - our 
network websites are designed to funnel targeted traffic to your website.  If you don't have a website (or even if 
you do), then owning one of our network websites will provide you with instant credibility, sales support, website 
maintenance, flexibility, customization, commerce opportunities, sales pages, landing pages, email list building, 
even new business ideas that we share with you according to your niche and area of expertise.  Where else can 
you find something even remotely close to this?  With over 28 income streams "built-in" how can you not make 
money FINALLY!  
see the following video to familiarize yourself with this opportunity:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyFb1khrTNc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyFb1khrTNc


#2 - Affiliates

The next issue for most online marketers is getting affiliates to promote your offers.  Well at MYCBH.COM, ALL 
member websites are automatic affiliates!  That means that the total sum of all of our websites will 
automatically promote your offers, links and website!  Where else can you find this at no extra fee?

Not only that, but we have an affiliate program with non-website owners who are just in it for the money.  All of 
these affiliates are also promoting your offers - we make sure they are because we run training programs and 
contests based on their promoting your offers, links and websites!  Look at what we're offering affiliates - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7txWv6BiEUI

After watching this video, how many affiliates you think are signing up for this program?  And remember, that all 
website owners are affiliates too, so they're watching the very same video and learning about all the benefits of 
membership!  

So it's clear that as each day presses on, more and more affiliates will be added to your massive group of 
promoters which will have your offers selling massively online (well, at least more than you could ever do by 
yourself, right?)

#3 - Ad Network
As a member of MYCBH.COM, you will have easy and wholesale access to our full global ad network.  And this is 
in addition to the regular advertising we are already providing throughout our entire network for your offers, links 
and websites including, our own search engines, directories, and other promotional communication and visitor 
interaction that we constantly create, develop and provide our visitors every day!

Watch this video and see a good amount of what we are including in our website membership and how your 
website will make massive amounts of money and sales over time through this special and unique membership. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-xX5cmpm-w

You can add Mycbh.com to your online efforts or you can add your effort to Mycbh.com – whichever way you 
choose to benefit from us, you can only win!  See for yourself what joining with us can do for your bottom line – 
making sales!

Remember what the number one key to success and making money online was?  Taking action!  If after you read 
the following, you want more information or you want to pre-order your website, or pre-affiliate your present 
website with us, then do so quickly.  Because we do have limits and some niches and properties are exclusive 
and limited.  So do yourself a favor and do not wait! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-xX5cmpm-w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7txWv6BiEUI


MYCBH.COM & MYWORLDCBH.COM
COUNTRY, STATE, CITY, ZIPCODE & NICHE WEBSITES

LOCAL- COMMUNITY BASED Marketing - Hosting - Businesses - Profits
MYCBH.COM - Ranked 36th in Education: AdClickMedia.com

Description:
There are four mainstream ways to become part of the MYCBH.COM network.  They are: geographical 
MYCBH.COM site owner, Interest/Niche owner, Affiliated site member, and associated (mainstream - because 
through our other related brands, other members also enjoy the benefits associated with geographical, niche 
and associated relationships).  

MYCBH.COM is a diverse money generation business opportunity that features BOTH ON LINE & OFF LINE, 
UNIQUE, EXCLUSIVE & PROPRIETARY services, products, and events within a forced income earning structure 
with liberal commission awards.

It answers the need everybody has in on line income generation and traffic.  It is a business, a turn-key income 
producer while you're sitting tanning on the beach or retired.  

MYCBH.COM is flexible in that it can be anything you need it to be to help your established or start-up web 
business.  As part of our network of local community-based or niche-based websites, all network members help 
each other, link to each other, promote each other and enjoy the massive optimization and marketing efforts of 
MYCBH.COM and our business team. Simply, you cannot build your business bigger or better than you can with 
our model and system.  I made MYCBH.COM to promote all of my on line and off line offerings - it will do the 
same for you.

We promote this as a turn-key system, as many of our members enjoy the fact that they don't have to do much 
with their websites once we automate and monetize their sites. How you grow your business is up to you, but 
hosting, owning, affiliating or associating your site, page or blog with MYCBH.COM is the smartest investment 
and business decision you can ever make!

You make money not only by the traditional affiliate program sales, CPA, CPC and others, but primarily from 
selling the MYCBH.COM and MYWORLDCBH.COM website program - sales are worldwide and commissions are 
earned from worldwide sales.  You earn immediate sales commissions - 40%, as well as, recurring monthly 
income - 40% from website maintenance and network membership fees.  

Since network sites are locally-based, they enjoy "forced" income from our geo-based hierarchical structure, i.e. 
Country<-$---State<-$---City<-$---Zip code<-$---Interest/Niche<-$---Local Businesses / Associated / Member Sites 
& General Sales (forced commissions are always 5%). 

See the following video for a clearer understanding of this feature:
How Your Website WIll Make Money (with MYCBH.COM)

Also because of our off-line business offerings, it is a requirement that all zip code level (and up) buyers reside in 
their respective websites geographical domain and be willing to promote real-world events, services and engage 
in representation, promotional and supportive type activities (which is basically real-world SEO). 

http://www.youtube.com/v/M-xX5cmpm-w?fs=1&autoplay=1


MYCBH.COM provides multi-tiered memberships to help you maximize your 
earnings and position your business for success!

Added Benefits When You Associate Your Own Website with MYCBH.COM / MYWORLDCBH.COM.

1. Promote our services & products and earn 40% commissions in most cases along with monthly residuals.

2. Also, you can sell offline services, products & events for increased profits and business expansion.

3. Attend local owner's meetings, receive exclusive training, promote your website/products/services at events!

WEBSITE HIGHLIGHTS FOR MYCBH.COM:
- 100% Wordpress Installations - Plug-ins & Free or Premium Themes - Best Built-in SEO.
- 100% Turn-key - Managed by MYCBH.COM (Depending on site, very little required from the owner).
-  Built-in Income Streams: 30+ and more added every month!
-  Forced Income: All geographically-based Mycbh.com sites enjoy "forced Income" from ALL sales by purchasers
   from within their jurisdiction no matter from which website they made the purchase from worldwide!
-  A steady flow of SEO tools, programs and services are performed on your site every day, week, month, etc..
-  You can integrate your programs, affiliate code, special interests and link your sites.
-  Offline integration for enhanced promotion, added income venues and ad generation.
- Redundant Remote Servers - Guaranteed 100% Up-time!
- Custom Design and Custom Coding Provided* (certain sites have restrictions due to branding requirements).
- No added charges or hidden charges ever!
- New offers, networks, site concepts and opportunities are all open and available to members first and usually
  at no extra charge.
- Mailing list collection, management, campaigns, newsletters, etc., all provided by the network for you (we help
  you grow a large email list you can use to promote MYCBH.COM offers and any and all of your own!)
- Sales & Landing Page Design & Hosting  -  FREE of Charge!
- Buy services and products from your own website and get the commission as a rebate!

Benefits:
MYCBH.COM handles all Design and SEO work for you
MYCBH.COM attracts advertising for Your Website and You Earn Commissions
MYCBH.COM divides up the ad revenue pool with all affiliate owners and everybody shares in the money!
MYCBH.COM actively promotes your website, pages or products in our network and out on the Web!
MYCBH.COM actively seeks new venues, updates and additions to your website to attract new and more traffic!
MYCBH.COM is like having a whole company working for you for the same cost of just having a website hosted at 
a premium service host. 

See the full sales page at:
http://mycbh.com/TheMarketPlace/globalmycbhnetwork

Email: mycbh.com

Please keep abreast of all our Website Updates by subscribing 
to our RSS feed and get immediate updates!
http://feeds.feedburner.com/MycbhcomWebsiteBuyingSelling

This opportunity is NOT a sale that includes website files, domain name, or hosting accounts, per se.  If you are 
looking to own website files and a domain name - then this offer is NOT for you!  If you're looking to makle 
money online, then this IS for you!

http://feeds.feedburner.com/MycbhcomWebsiteBuyingSelling
mailto:mycbh.com.websites@gmail.com
http://mycbh.com/TheMarketPlace/globalmycbhnetwork


Important Information - READ CAREFULLY!

PLEASE NOTE: Geographically-based sites (Country / State / City / Postal Zone) can ONLY be owned by 
RESIDENTS of that area.  Usually, after applying for Network Website Maintenance Membership you will receive 
an invitation to apply for the highly coveted geo-based sites, if they are available in your area.  This is 
determines by your credit card address you used to purchase the membership originally.

The geo-based sites are big money makers in their own rite because of the "forced income" derived from both 
online and offline activities within your geographical domain - there is a large chunk of cash you can make with 
local events: seminars, courses, training, etc.  Geo-based site owners do some leg work promoting their own 
businesses (like any smart website owner) together with the local events or, even, piggybacking on them. At the 
events you will also have the opportunity to offer websites and Internet services to people and business owners. 
All of this will make you a lot of income and your website a virtual goldmine!  The potential here is humongous! 
Think about it!  This is definitely not your regular website for sale offer!

Incorporated Entities can own a site and For-Profit & Non-Profits Can Make A Whole Lot of Money, as 
well!  Contact us if you are an incorporated entity desiring to participate in this network.
mycbh.com.websites@gmail.com

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Now ...The Rest Of The Story!
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Description:
There are four mainstream ways to become part of the MYCBH.COM network.  They are: geographical 
MYCBH.COM site owner, Interest/Niche owner, Associated site member, and affiliate (mainstream - because 
through our other related brands, other members also enjoy the benefits associated with geographical, niche and 
associated relationships).  

MYCBH.COM is a diverse money generation business opportunity that features BOTH ON LINE & OFF LINE, 
UNIQUE, EXCLUSIVE & PROPRIETARY services, products, and events within a forced income earning 
structure with liberal commission awards.

It answers the need everybody has in on line income generation and traffic.  It is a business, that is made to be a 
turn-key income producer while you're sitting tanning on the beach or retired.  

MYCBH.COM is flexible in that it can be anything you need it to be in order to help your established or start-up 
web business.  As part of our network of local community-based or niche-based websites, we all help each other, 
link to each other, promote each other and enjoy the massive optimization and marketing efforts of the main 
MYCBH.COM website and business team. Simply, you cannot build your business bigger or better than you can 
with our model and system.  I made MYCBH.COM to promote all my on line and off line offerings - it can do the 
same for you!

We promote this as a turn-key system, as many of our customers enjoy the fact that they don't have to do much 
with their websites once we automate and monetize the sites. How you grow your business is up to you, but 
hosting your site, page or blog with MYCBH.COM is the smartest investment and business decision you can 
make.

THE FUTURE OF MYCBH.COM & MYWORLDCBH.COM
We have a few developments, still secret, that will be introduced for all members to profit from.  We are always 
creating new income venues and the list which started last year at eight (8) and has since grown to 30 and will 
continue to grow in the days and months ahead.  

IKNOWDLE.COM is one such concept which is soon to open and become the next Google - its not a competitor, 
but stands to be exquisitely useful to most users!  Each member site stands to profit from this groundbreaking 
advancement in on line research and productivity.  IKNOWDLE.COM is the brain child of the creator of 
MYCBH.COM & MYWORLDCBH.COM.  Just with IKNOWDLE.COM alone, members will have exclusive access 



to hundreds of new, innovative profit centers!  If you're a newbie (I made MYCBH.COM with YOU in mind) - DO 
YOU ON THIS ONE!  The pros know enough already that they're not wasting any more time as they've already 
gone to become an owner/member before they lose their area's main site to another! 

SOCIRCIAL.COM

What is SOCIRCIAL.COM?
Socircial is the joining together of two words: social and circle.  It's main purpose is to make efficient use of the 
Internet's most pwerful and effective mode of communication and interaction - the social circle (as it is in life).

Socircial is a new web marketing service that capitalizes on the social networking potentialities of various 
platforms in order to maximize networking results, enhancing all types of social interaction - particularly Internet 
Marketing.

What Does Socircial Solve?
Socircial resolves the problem most people have in promoting their on-line image, websites, offers and general 
interaction using social networks like Twitter and Facebook among others.

We solve this by analyzing both the practical limits of each platform and their respective terms of service in 
order to develop methods that collectively represent the most effective utilization of each platform.  

This results in the most effective way to market or network without fear of being banned or having accounts 
closed.

We also have developed a number of backend systems thatv enhance the propogation and "stayability" of 
member's posts and tweets for search engine optimization and organic traffic development and maintenance.

This means that with socircial your tweets and posts become permanent links, search engine searchable, and 
massively distributed more than is presently possible using any other platform, software or service.

We are playing a significant role in the development and profitability of networked local-based website hosting. 
This is the future of the Internet.  Getting every business and person on line is the present and future gold rush! 
Though there are others trying to do this, our network features exclusive services and web innovations that make 
us UNIQUE. Our network members stand to cash in significantly on this trend as MYCBH.COM & 
MYWORLDCBH.COM focuses on creating ways to get everyone deriving income from the Internet - the earlier 
you get into MYCBH.COM / MYWORLDCBH.COM, the sooner you will profit from this!  
Sites are selling on Flippa for a few hundred dollars and they are stand alone, no name, no brand, no traffic, no 
forced income, empty websites that someone put together in a few hours - you then have to build up traffic and 
worry about a list, manage the site, and do a lot of work and spend more money just to start seeing a sale or 
two.  Our sites are far from being anything like these start-up dreamer sites.  We have a working income 
producer that any pro and any newbie can turn into, at minimum, a site that can be flipped for thousands of 
dollars - you know this!  MYCBH.COM & MYWORLDCBH.COM websites are TRUE VIRTUAL REAL ESTATE!

Day to Day Requirements
The Site is managed by MYCBH.COM / MYWORLDCBH.com. Elements which you have requested or need to 
oversee yourself are pretty much the only thing you need to worry about.  Geographical site owners need to 
translate their sites into the local language and/or provide locally related articles or news - we insert news 
aggregators in the local language as much as possible. Niche / Interest site owners need only to customize their 
site with items of their own creation if they so desire.  MYCBH.COM / MYWORLDCBH.COM are designed as 
English language sites.  Site owners provide custom locally-relevant content / language.   

Advertising & Promotion
Your site will be monetized fully with all of our venues (over 30) and increased as soon as new ones are added. 
We also will place on the site with preference, your select links and banners at your request, including, adsense 
and any other affiliation.  If you are a creator of a product or purveyor of a service, you may request that it be 
promoted network-wide and it will automatically be promoted by all networked sites.  Depending on the offer, 
individual website owners will be invited to become direct affiliates through your affiliate network.  All offers must 
be approved by MYCBH.COM.



My Availability / Involvement after the Sale
Remember that we're not selling you a website (meaning files, hosting account and domain name) - we are 
offering you a license to a piece of Internet Real Estate.  Nothing gets migrated to your servers, no domains are 
pushed, there are no files for you to maintain - so the website is just up and running and it starts sending you 
money as it rolls in.  But if you still need me for anything I am always available to you by special proprietary 
owner interface.   Customer service is always available to you.

For the bigger Country / State & City Sites - your purchase includes a 4 month training program where you will 
essentially have face to face contact with the creator of the site and can communicate your needs and concerns 
directly within the live - online training session.

In order to better grasp the benefits of MYCBH.COM website business opportunity, let us take into consideration 
a regular website case study using a website offer on Flippa with our commentary added.

Image: Master isolated images / FreeDigitalPhotos.net

CASE STUDY
_________________________________________________________________________________

From a recent Flippa auction - my heart goes out to this guy!
The following are excerpts from an actual Flippa offer Seller's Description of a website that  
offered a training course.  The realities shared by the owner provide anyone with honest  
insight into the truth of building a website, developing a website, promotion and money-
making on-line. 

"Revenue Details

W h e n  r u n n i n g  t h e  c o u r s e  I  w a s  m a k i n g  b e t w e e n  $ 8 0 0 
a n d  $ 3 , 0 0 0  a  m o n t h  i n  c o u r s e  f e e s .  H o w e v e r  p l e a s e 
n o t e  t h e s e  s a l e s  r e s u l t e d  f r o m  a c t i v e l y  m a r k e t i n g  t h e 
c o u r s e  t h r o u g h  p a y - p e r - c l i c k ,  w o r d - o f - m o u t h  e t c . . . 
a n d  I  u s e d  p r o m o t i o n a l  p a g e s  o n  t h e  s i t e  s i m i l a r  t o 
t h i s . . . 
h t t p : / / w w w . s e a r c h c l a s s r o o m . c o m / e v e n t s / s e o . p h p  t o 
c r e a t e  t h e  s a l e s  c h a n n e l "

Now you'll notice two things about this very nice site this guy put in many hours to customize and fill  
with quality content. 

#1.  Notice all he had to do just to get traffic to his site - he had to use Pay Per Click services.  Many 
webmasters must use this in order to get people to see their site and a small percentage subscribe or  
order from the offer they like.

Comparison with MYCBH.COM sites: we are constantly driving traffic to your site at no extra cost to  
you.  Hundreds of our network members also are promoting your site through back linking and articles 
submitted on their sites talking about yours with anchor texts and keyword rich content - all for FREE!  

For your approved products and services, your banner ads appear across our entire network giving 
your site further exposure and click-throughs - all for FREE!  

For your own products and services, all network owners become instant affiliates for you marketing 
your items directly - all for FREE!  

MYCBH.COM provides all website owners with a plethora of SEO services included in your monthly  
maintenance fee of $50.00 including:

Twitter & Facebook Account Management
Add Friends



Add Followers
Add Video Views
Video Reviews of Your Site w/ full social bookmarking and pinging
Article Writing
Article Posting of relevant articles with anchor text and back links
Press Releases Posted
Bookmarks on Social Networks
Multiple blog posting of your site details
Forum Posting
Back linking
and many other services and tweaks we take care in researching for you!

All for FREE - included as a member owner of MYCBH.COM!

And yes, you can make yourself feel you're of some value by heading on over to our SEO services 
website at www.domignostics.com and ordering a package or two of traffic building services - just so 
you can say you had something to do with your new found success on line!  Okay - I am a therapist as 
well, so I know the value of feeling you're contributing to your own success - I believe its called 
building a sense of self worth and developing some self esteem!

#2.  And he only made $800- $3,000 monthly directly dependent on Pay per click which he had to pay 
for and made his total income reduced at least by that much.  

Comparison with MYCBH.COM sites: We provide your site with over 30 income streams and a forced 
commission on sales you didn't even make!  We're jamming money down your throat - HAHAHA - well  
you know what I mean! ;-)

So even if you do spend a little extra cash on some targeted traffic, your chances of making money is  
more than 30x greater than it ever was for this guy with the standalone work hard at my site website  
above!

#3.  No matter what the reason - if a website is making you money, why in the world are you selling it?  
Yes, maybe it all depends on you and your time - then why get or make a website like that in the first  
place? 

If you want an easy site to own and operate - MYCBH.COM is it!  You can't get easier than someone 
else working it, filling it, promoting it, and selling it X 100,000+ for you!

Comparison with MYCBH.COM sites:  Only Mother Theresa would sell this site - and then again, she 
wouldn't cause she needed the money to help the poor and sick.  Why would you EVER sell this site? 
Bequeath it to your grand kids at least!  

But if you did, compare the benefits of our website business and network with the sites on sale at  
Flippa or anywhere else.  They all are stand alone, sink or swim websites - you just better keep doing 
what the previous owner did or your new website will start losing income.  He's made his Pay Per Click 
money and your purchase money and now he's gone to play and your stuck with the website!  People 
are cautious - just like you - about the guarantee of income from a website.  If traffic is all that is  
needed to make a good website generate revenue, then a blind man can see that MYCBH.COM is a 
humongous value in comparison with even the better sites available for sale today.

Simply, your MYCBH.COM website should garner you a handsome profit even at 40% - which is your  
ownership share except for associated websites (people who join their own websites to the network)  
whom, of course, keep 100% of their website sale.

And also, MYCBH.COM helps you sell the website (MYCBH.COM owners).  We prep up the 
marketplace at least two months ahead of time and get them ready to compete for your income 
producing winner of a website.  We make sure you get top dollar because we still make 60% of the 
sale (for all of our hard work - after all)!

With MYCBH.COM - you don't need to do a thing but tweak your traffic here and there a bit and find a  
way to spend your money.
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER 

Q: Can I resell it at a later date? 

A: Yes, the minimum sale price had to have been paid up! You can resell the website at any time 
after that. 

Q: I have no experience at all in running a website before, will it be a  
problem? 

A: Absolutely None! This website runs 100% on autopilot and with MYCBH.COM management 
(geographical based sites more so than niche and interest sites). You never have to update this 
website if you don't want to!  All you have to do is promote it like anybody else (but not like 

everybody else, everyone in our network is helping you too! And you don't need to grow your site because we're doing that for you - but you 
can do some if you like and it helps your mental health (Niche and Interest based sites may need your input especially in small and particular 
niches that you may have a particular expertise in)! 

Q: Will this website work for me if I live outside US? 

A: Yes, it can be run from anywhere in the World.  We have MYWORLDCBH.COM for geographically based sites around the world and 
respective niches and interests.  ONLY geographically-based sites MUST be owned by RESIDENTS of that area. 

Q: How Do I Get Affiliate Code? 

A: You DON'T need any many times because we track on site sales, except for Google Adsense if you want, whom we do not deal with. 
With all other programs and products, we use Paygear.com which you will use to sign up as an affiliate with us - your affiliate ID and code will 
be supplied to you by them and you can use this on many of our programs.  

All affiliate sales are divided up to pay you 40% commissions on all sales generated from your site - so you don't need affiliate codes on 
MYCBH.COM sites.  Associated websites manage their own codes and sales - we supply them with our own HTML code to include on their 
site for associate integration.

To sum up: 

1 - Where you promote, you'll need to use your the Paygear.com ID you get when you sign up as an affiliate with MYCBH.com

2 - On your affiliate website (you can order from us) we control the codes on the entire site - you don't have to worry because we track all 
sales from your site and you get the commissions.

3 - Associated & Affiliated Websites may have their own affiliate codes which you may choose to obtain, however, MYCBH.com maintains an 
in-house tracking system for all offers and affiliates and your sales of these offers through MYCBH.com are tracked and credited to you - so 
you don't need to sign up to any other affiliate program because you are automatically an affiliate through MYCBH.COM!

Q: I don’t understand how to register and get adsense code, will you help me do this? 

A : Absolutely, yes of course!  We provide all of our owners and even associate webmasters with full support services. 

Q: Where is the domain name registered? 

A : You are not buying any domain name nor website files with this offer!  Please re-read this entire article from the beginning.  If you still do 
not understand it - I'm sorry but MYCBH.COM is not for you.  Try something else on Flippa more amenable to your disposition! 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS? 

If you have any additional questions regarding this listing, you can reach me at the following email address: 

mycbh.com.websites@gmail.com

mailto:mycbh.com.websites@gmail.com


Addendum



HERE'S MORE HELPFUL RESOURCES!

WordPress For Internet Marketers.
This Book Is A Complete WordPress Resource - Over 900 Pages. Everything You Always Wanted To Do With 
WordPress From Affiliate Sites To Turning Your WordPress Site Into A Social Network.

Wordpress Link Cloak - An Amazing Wordpress Plugin To Increase Revenue.

Wordpress Link Cloaks Allows People To Automatically And Easily Cloak As Many Links As They Want On 
Their Wordpress Blog Through Their Admin Panel. Its An Affordable Product But With Huge Commission For 
Affiliates, And A High Converting Landing Page.

NichePowerBuilder WordPress Niche Auto-Builder System.

How Would You Like To Quickly Create A Profit Pulling Adsense Empire In WordPress Utilizing Your Article 
Content - All At The Push Of A Button? Our Complete 1-Click WordPress System Gives You The Tools And 
Training To Do Exactly That.

Easy WordPress Video.

Free Tool Allows Anyone With A WordPress Blog To Easily Publish Videos To Their Blog. (Even Free 
Wordpress.com Blogs).

WordPress Blogging Academy.

Learn How To Start Or Turn Your Current WordPress Blog Into The Hub Of Your Marketing Empire.

Wordpress Plugins That Work.

The Viva Wordpress Plugins And Themes Makes Maintaining A Cutting Edge, Magazine Style Wordpress 
Blog A Snap. Automate Your W Themes Thumbnails On The Fly, Scrollable Carousels, Smart Google Maps 
And More. The Best Magazine Style Themes & Plugins Around.

$74.25 (75%)Minimum Payout Per Sale! Wordpress Membership Plugin.

Very Easy Product To Sell. Membership-Plugin Is An Advanced Membership & Subscription Plugin For 
Wordpress. It Is Highly Configurable, But Yet Very Easy To Use. Membership-Plugin Creates A Fully 
Automated Membership System Within Your Wordpress Blog.

WordPress SEO Sniper.

SEO Your WordPress Blog Like A Seasoned Pro With Ease. Quickly And Easily Implement The Most Advanced 
SEO Strategies On Your Site And Gain All The Ranking Benefits. Look At /affiliate-program/ For Affiliate 
Tools.

Google Subscribed Links Tool Kit.

Control Google With Your WordPress Blog!!! Easy To Sell, Easy To Install WordPress Plugin. Huge Market!

Wordpress Magnet - Get More Comments To Your Blog!

Wordpress Plugin Explodes The Number Of Comments To Your Blog. Affiliates Earn 75 Commission.

http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/967/Wordpress_Magnet___Get_More_Comments_To_Your_Blog!/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/1036/Google_Subscribed_Links_Tool_Kit_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/955/WordPress_SEO_Sniper_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/1134/$74_25_75_Minimum_Payout_Per_Sale!_Wordpress_Membership_Plugin_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/8291/Wordpress_Plugins_That_Work_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/1154/WordPress_Blogging_Academy_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/1140/Easy_WordPress_Video_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/6207/NichePowerBuilder_WordPress_Niche_Auto_Builder_System_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/6901/Wordpress_Link_Cloak___An_Amazing_Wordpress_Plugin_To_Increase_Revenue_/bbiclickb1/
http://www.hoprss.com/jump/cbid/1257/WordPress_For_Internet_Marketers_/bbiclickb1/
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